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Abstract. We present the results of software optimization of a row-wise preconditioner
(Component Averaged Row Projections) for the method of conjugate gradients, which is used to
solve the diagonally banded Helmholtz system representing frequency domain, isotropic acoustic
seismic wave simulation. We demonstrate that in our application, a preconditioner bound to one
processor core and accessing memory contiguously reduces execution time by 7% for matrices
having on the order of 108 non-zeros. For reference we note that our C implementation is over
80 times faster than the corresponding code written for a high-level numerical analysis language.

Simulation of seismic wave propagation is the biggest computational burden of full-waveform
inversion (FWI), an important method of calculating earth properties based on measured
seismographic data. In the frequency domain, and specializing to the constant density isotropic
acoustic (pressure waves) case for concreteness, this simulation corresponds to solving the wave
equation, a large linear system which can be succinctly represented in matrix notation as
H(ω, m)u = q, where H is the N ×N , Helmholtz operator which depends on angular frequency
ω of the wavefield being simulated, the vector of medium properties m, and includes a perfectly
matched layer at the boundary of the domain to eliminate reflection artifacts. u is the (complex)
Fourier transform of pressure with respect to time and q is the amplitude of the source at ω.
The matrix H is sparse and has diagonal band structure, and the vectors m, q and u have one
element per physical domain grid point. We solve the linear system by an iterative method: the
method of conjugate gradients with the CARP preconditioner known as CARP-CG, developed
by [1, 2] and in turn based on the Kaczmarz algorithm for solving linear systems [3], originally
published in 1937.

The Kaczmarz algorithm solves a general linear system Ax = b by projecting the current
iterate xi onto the hyperplane orthogonal to a row of the matrix, and setting the next iterate
equal to the result:

xi+1 = xi + w(b[k]− 〈ak, xi〉)
a∗

k

‖ak‖2
. (1)

Here w is a relaxation parameter, ak is the kth row of A, b[k] is the corresponding element of
the right-hand side, and * denotes Hermitian transpose. A Kaczmarz “sweep” consists of i and
k jointly running from the first row to the last (forward), from the last to the first (backward),
or from first to last and back again (double). CARP builds on the Kaczmarz algorithm by
performing double sweeps on sets of rows in parallel, averaging those elements of xi that are
updated by sweeps on more than one set. If CARP (or Kaczmarz) is run repeatedly, xi will



converge to the solution of Ax = b, but instead we use the algorithm as a preconditioner for
CG.

We represent the double CARP sweep operator in matrix notation and apply it to the
Helmholtz system noting that since u is the solution, it is an eigenvector of the double sweep.
This leads to an equivalent formulation of the problem:

DCSWP(H, u, q, w) = u = Qu + Rq
(I −Q)u = Rq.

(2)

A solution u to (2) will also solve the original wave equation. Furthermore, because the matrix
Q is a product of symmetric matrices Qi each corresponding to the effect of a single CARP
iteration performed in the symmetric order of a double sweep, I − Q itself is symmetric and
positive semi-definite (unlike H). Thus the equivalent system is amenable to solution with CG,
as shown by [2] and further demonstrated by [4]. The double CARP sweep is used in the CG
method to multiply vectors with the matrix I − Q without having to form it explicitly. This
matrix-vector operation is the most time-consuming part of that algorithm, and we devoted
efforts to optimize its implementation. Related work has been done by [5], who have examined
the improvements that Kaczmarz and other algorithms experience on Graphical Processing Units
(GPUs).

We constructed the wave equation operator H using a finite-difference stencil designed to
minimize numerical dispersion, as in [6], and normalized its rows. Since the main operation in
CARP is taking dot products with rows of H, the matrix diagonals were stored with the rows
contiguous in memory, allowing for efficient access. Code for the Kaczmarz sweeps was written
in C, reading the matrix H (in the format described above), and the vectors u0 and q from files
stored on disk. To ensure a predictable profiling environment, the simulations were bound to one
hardware thread on one core of an Intel Xeon E5-2670 machine. The medium m was taken to be
the SEG/EAGE overthrust velocity model, presented by [7], undersampled by various factors.
The initial guess and the source q were i.i.d. Gaussian, with the source multiplied element-wise
by the same vector used to normalize the rows of H.

Our main result is removal of an inefficiency we observed that had to do with different patterns
of memory access: while the forward sweeps accessed matrix elements in the order in which they
were stored, backward sweeps jumped from the end of one row to the start of the previous row.
To test the hypothesis, we ran the four possible implementations: 1) forward sweep accessing
memory contiguously, 2) backward sweep jumping from end of row to start of previous row, 3)
forward sweep jumping from start of row to end of next row and 4) backward sweep accessing
memory contiguously. The execution time (wall time) is shown in Figure 1.

As expected, those combinations that correspond to accessing memory sequentially ran faster
that those that had to make jumps. However while there is a clear correlation between execution
time and the fraction of the pipeline containing retired (completed) operations per cycle, the
correlation with back-end bound operations (the ones that would be waiting on memory access)
is more muddled. As can be seen from Figure 2, the front-end bound fraction (which is high
when there are not enough instructions to process) also changes across implementations. Thus
we cannot yet definitively conclude that our hypothesis of contiguous memory access is the
correct explanation for the improvement in timing seen from implementation 3 to 1 and from 2
to 4.

We are currently undertaking further work with the CARP preconditioner. This includes
measuring the effect of replacing direct for loops in the body of the sweeps with calls to CBLAS,
an optimized linear algebra library, and expanding the scope of the implementation to include
the whole CG method (parallelized via multi-threading). We are also porting the algorithm onto
FPGAs, and look forward to being able to report on these developments in the future.
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Figure 1. Average time over 10 sweeps; note
that the curves for implementations 1 and 4
overlap. For the last set of points, which
correspond to a 94×401×401 physical domain,
the speed-up between implementations 4 and
2 is 7%. For comparison, the speed-up
we measured between sweeps programmed in
MATLAB (not shown) and any of the C-
sweeps is approximately 80-fold.
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Figure 2. Average performance over 10 runs
using a 94 × 401 × 401 ≈ 15 · 106grid points
subsampling of the SEG/EAGE overthrust
model. A pipeline “slot” is one pipeline unit
in the processor.
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